Top Laddermate™ (LM200)
PROCEDURES FOR USE - Installation on Pole
Properly position ladder as shown. If the ground is uneven, a ladder leveling wedge
should be used. Be sure to leave at least 12" of clearance between the top of the
ladder and any obstruction. Properly install bottom Laddermate (#LM100)
according to Laddermate Procedures For Use.

12" Min.

H

1/4 H

Securing the top of the ladder with Top Laddermate :

1. After securing the bottom of
the ladder with the bottom
Laddermate (#LM100), ascend
the ladder to the top and secure
yourself with your body belt.

3. Wrap the opposite end of the strap
away from you, around the backside
of the pole and attach to the opposite
rail below the top rung.

2. Attach the Top Laddermate to

4. Reach behind the pole, grasp the

the left side rail (right side if left
handed) below the top rung in the
same manner as the bottom
Laddermate.

free end of the strap and pull to snug.
Be sure to pull away from your body
and the pole (your body should lean
“into” the pole).

Removal:

Attach to left rail

Around back of pole
then attach to right rail.

Pull free end of strap
to snug.

With your body belt still secured,
acuate the release on the cam
buckle. This will allow sufficient
slack to be obtained to release the
buckles and remove the Top
Laddermate.

Always follow proper safety procedures for working with ladders on strand!
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Top Laddermate™ (LM200)
PROCEDURES FOR USE - Installation on Strand
Securing the Ladder to Suspension Strand - Ladders With Hooks

1. Position ladder using proper procedure, carefully
ascend and secure yourself with the body belt.

5. Attach remaining loop to ladder to ladder rail below
second rung

2. Start with cam-buckle side.
Run out strap all the way to
allow use of full length of strap.
Attach loop opposite cambuckle to ladder rail below first
rung.

6. Tighten strap by alternately
pulling on free end (pull “away”
from your body and the ladder)
and working slack toward cambuckle.

3. Feed entire strap up and

7. To release, depress button on

around strand one full wrap,
directly next to hook.

cam-buckle and extend strap to
allow locking buckles enough
slack to be released. Be sure to
secure to strand with your body
belt first.

4. Cross strap over front (top) of hooks and
make one full wrap around the strand directly
next to and outside the opposite hook.
Note: Do Not move the base of the ladder after the
upper end has been secured to the strand.

Securing the Ladder toSuspension Strand - Ladders Without Hooks

1. After following all proper safety procedures for placing the ladder to strand, carefully
ascend and secure yourself with the body belt.

2. Start with cam-buckle side. Run out strap all the way to allow use of full length of strap. Attach
loop opposite cam-buckle to ladder rail below third rung.

3. Feed entire strap up and around second rung and strand three full wraps, keeping snug as possible.
4. Attach remaining loop to ladder rail below third rung.
5. Tighten strap by alternately pulling on free end (pull “away” from your body and the ladder) and working slack toward
cam-buckle.

6. To release, depress button on cam-buckle and extend strap to allow locking buckles enough slack to be released. Be sure to
secure to strand with your body belt first.
Note: Do Not move the base of the ladder after the upper end has been secured to the strand.

Always follow proper safety procedures for working with ladders on strand!
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Top Laddermate™ (LM200)
PROCEDURES FOR USE - Installation on Strand (Cont.)
For Ladder Styles 1A and 1AA with V-Rung and Hook Assembly

2

4

1. Position ladder using proper safety procedures for
placing the ladder on a strand, carefully ascend and
secure yourself with the body belt.

2. Start with the cam-buckle, left side. Loop the strap
around the strand two full wraps and secure hardware.
Slide against the left ladder rung and pull snug.

3. Pull strap across ladder rails avoiding any twist.
4. Loop the strap around the strand on the right side
two full wraps and secure hardware. Slide against the
right ladder rail and pull snug.

5. Tighten strap by pulling on the free (D-ring) end
and working slack toward the cam buckle.

6. To release, lift the lever on cam-buckle and extend
strap to allow locking buckles enough slack to be
loosened and unhooked.
Note: Do Not move the base of the ladder after the upper
end has been secured to the strand.
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Always follow proper safety procedures for working with ladders on strand!
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